Determining whether or not a pattern of characters is present within a body of text is such a fundamental problem that it has led to a number of notations for the specification of patterns. These include regular expressions, and notations found within string processing and other application-specific languages. Too often, these approaches are either overly simplistic, offering little in the way of pattern matching capabilities, or else they are extremely cryptic and terse.
Introduction
The problem of searching for a pattern of characters that may or may not be present within a corpus of text is a common computing task, and its satisfactory and efficient solution has Michael Bell is supported in his research by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council of Great Britain. y Authors' address: Department of Computer Science, University of Liverpool, P.O. Box 147, Liverpool L69 3BX, United Kingdom understandably attracted a great deal of research effort [12, 22] . The aim is often merely to locate the position of a string literal within a larger portion of text, but applications requiring a degree of text-processing ability more sophisticated than this usually offer some form of pattern or template matching [14] , where a pattern is usually defined using strings of characters, some of which have a special meaning (metacharacters [20] ). The range of such applications is vast, from simple text editors to text-critiquing systems [17] , and the means for specifying patterns are equally varied.
The importance of string and pattern matching is reflected by the existence of special-purpose string manipulation programming languages. An example is the work of Griswold et al. on SNOBOL4 [16] -although this language has not been without criticism:
"One of the most pressing problems in the design of better string manipulation languages arises in the specification of patterns. SNOBOL4 patterns, although extremely flexible and powerful, are notoriously difficult to explain and use." [29] Griswold later echoed these criticisms himself, and suggested the alternative concept of generators, used in the Icon programming language [15] . More general purpose languages tend not to incorporate pattern matching facilities directly, although they may offer routes to invoking pattern matchers. In C compilers running under UNIX, for instance, string matching is afforded via the regexp library routines, which implement patterns specified in the form of regular expressions.
Regular expressions are a widely accepted and powerful means of specifying the syntax of string patterns. Their underlying theory is well understood [27] , and various implementations of recognizers have been described [20, 24] . The UNIX operating system in particular provides a number of software tools constructed around regular expression recognizers; these include grep, awk [1] and lex [21] , and research into extensions to these tools continues (e.g. agrep [30] and TLex [19] ).
Whilst many of the above systems and languages offer a great deal of functionality to the user, the pattern specifications created are often extremely cryptic and terse for all but the most basic of patterns. The differentiation between normal characters and metacharacters is sometimes unclear, and extensive use of quoting or escaping (e.g. with a backslash character) to convert between the two may serve to add to the confusion. Moreover, pattern symbols are sometimes overloaded, so that they their semantics may vary according to context. It is therefore suggested that the power inherent in these approaches is often masked by the impenetrability of the arcane notational forms.
It has been contended that visual programming can make the task of programming more accessible to users by attempting to exploit their non-verbal capabilities [28] . Hence, the possibility arises that a visual implementation of a string pattern notation could be simple to employ, while retaining a high degree of expressive power.
In the CALVIN project [8] , a language has been designed and implemented for enabling a tutor (author) easily to construct educational applications (courseware). The language itself makes use of an entirely graphical notation for specifying program behaviour. However, courseware authoring is one of the many domains for which the analysis of user input plays a key role; often, this input will be textual. Since the string pattern matching problem remains largely unexplored within visual programming, one of the aims of the CALVIN project was to assess the degree to which it could provide a suitable medium for dealing with string analysis.
After presenting an overview of CALVIN, the remainder of this paper elaborates on the pattern matching requirements of the language, describes how these were incorporated, and draws some conclusions regarding the success of the exercise.
CALVIN
The acronym CALVIN (Courseware Authoring Language using VIsual Notation) is used to refer not only to the visual programming language, but also to the software development environment that is an integral part of its realization. The language concepts it embodies are few in number, and hopefully easy for an author to use. It can operate in two modes: student and author. In the student mode, a data structure representing the original authored program is executed by an interpreter. The student's view of this execution is that, as the student follows the interactive lessons, windows are opened, in which diagrams and text appear, answers to questions are solicited through multiple-choice boxes and text-entry boxes etc. The student does not see the visual program code, and is not able to alter it. In author mode, the author can select iconic components; join these together using suitable control-flow constructors such as loops; declare new variables and manipulate and test these in arithmetic and conditional expressions; define and position graphical elements such as windows and menus; and so on.
CALVIN consists of a number of separate but communicating subsystems, the architecture of which is illustrated in Figure 1 . Central to these is the Icon Database Management System [6] . This is where icons representing variables and functions are housed and organized, and where it is possible to set up libraries of useful visual code segments. The Control-Flow component is used to construct the sequence in which material is presented to the student; a typical screen display of this can be seen in Figure 2 . A program is built by dragging icons onto the programming area. Some icons represent flow of control constructs; others act as operators, and must therefore be associated with iconic operands, which are placed to overlap the operator. Errors of syntax are detected immediately by the system, and the user is alerted to the fact via a message, thus alleviating one of the problems commonly associated with programming in conventional languages. In placing icons on the control-flow window, the author is defining program behaviour at a high level of abstraction: additional information is sometimes required to specify behaviour more fully. Where this is necessary, the User Interface Builder may be invoked. This is a collection of tools, used to detail the properties of graphical objects declared in the program. As a simple example, the author may create a text window on screen by selecting the "Create" operator icon, and pairing this with the "Text Window" operand icon. The User Interface Builder may subsequently be invoked to specify the window's size, position, text font, and so on.
Of the two remaining subsystems shown in Figure 1 , the first deals with arithmetic and logic (boolean) expressions, and for this we have adopted a visual data flow approach [13, 18] . Data flow diagrams appear to offer a simple and easily visualised notation for novice programmers [2] . Note that, although it is possible to write complete programs in a data flow fashion, we chose to retain the more usual procedural control flow for the main program. The step-by-step instructional form of most courseware constructed using authoring languages [23] corresponds more naturally to imperative rather than functional formulation, and the multi-paradigm approach it entails is not unusual in visual programming [10] .
Finally, there is the pattern matching sub-system. This is invoked whenever the contents of a string variable are to be analysed, particularly when the string represents the input of a user. In determining the sort of pattern matching capabilities this sub-system ought to have, a thorough survey of facilities was carried out [7] .
Authoring Language Approaches
One of the best-known authoring languages is PILOT [11] . Its pattern matching mechanism is embodied in the match (M) statement, so that for example:
would give a successful match if one of UK, BRITAIN or ENGLAND was entered by the user, and M: BREAD&BUTTER succeeds in the match if both BREAD and BUTTER (in that order) are present in the input. Other options are the ability to specify white space with the '%' character, and a "wildcard" ('*') which will match any single character in the input. In some versions of PILOT a simple form of fuzzy matching is also available, specifying that a match may succeed if a single character in a word is mis-typed.
Other authoring languages such as Microtext [4] offer similar facilities, and some languages provide simple extensions. PASS [26] , for example, allowed expressions such as:
toast & -jam (which matches a string containing toast but not jam) +cul+ (which matches any word containing the sub-string "cul")
More recent authoring languages and systems have made great advances in the presentational aspects of courseware, but little has been done to improve on the pattern matching facilities of the early languages. Although it was not specifically intended for the purpose, the information toolkit HyperCard [5] has received much attention recently. It provides hypermedia capabilities and the means to deliver visually stimulating courseware, but offers little in the way of user input analysis. HyperCard's scripting language HyperTalk, for example, uses verbose but unsophisticated pattern-matching constructs such as:
ask "What form is water at 25C?" if it contains "liquid" then ....
To move back to the visual programming arena, the state of the art in authoring languages is probably best represented by commercial products such as Authorware Professional [3] . It must be stressed, however, that Authorware is not a pure visual language. While some aspects of courseware-particularly those concerned with the presentation of information-can be programmed using a visual notation, in most applications an author will have to resort to using the supporting textual programming language. Thus, for analysing text responses, the author will employ conventional (i.e. non-visual) expressions such as: To summarise, a survey of existing author languages [7] makes it apparent that their pattern matching facilities are largely unsophisticated and lacking in expressive power. Moreover, visual authoring languages offer no visual equivalent of these facilities; this could be construed as either a criticism of visual language designers, or as an indictment of the visual approach itself. Since much of the motivation behind CALVIN is precisely to address this uncertainty regarding the merits of visual programming, the solution adopted has been to take a notation that does offer the level of expressive power required-viz. regular expressions-and use this as a basis for the CALVIN pattern matcher.
Pattern Matching in CALVIN
When an author wishes to specify a text pattern using CALVIN, the pattern-matching sub-system is invoked. The interface, an example of which can be seen Figure 3 , is divided into four areas; a menu-bar at the top, a palette of visual pattern matching primitives to the left, a control panel to the right, and a workspace below. Pattern matching expressions are constructed by dragging the icon primitives from the palette onto the workspace. A dashed square represents a valid drop position for an icon, although additional mechanisms exist for icon insertion, deletion, copying, and so on.
As mentioned earlier, regular expressions have been used as the foundation for this part of CALVIN, and so most of the available icons correspond directly to primitives adapted from that notation. To be more precise, CALVIN makes use of extended regular expressions; these are described in more detail in the following sections, together with examples of their usage. Unless otherwise specified, the term "regular expression" should be taken to mean the extended notation.
String Literals
The simplest form of regular expression is a string of characters such as "something". With CALVIN, the author can specify this using the "match word" icon shown in Figure 4 . This is an example of a parameterised icon. Parameters are added to a primitive by selecting the required icon, using the mouse button, then editing the appropriate text entry boxes found in the control panel. 
Single Unspecified Character
To match any single character, the conventional notation is to make use of a full-stop, so that the pattern "a.d" would match "and", "add", etc. The CALVIN equivalent is shown in Figure 5 , where the given pattern would match "blender", "blunder", "blinder", and so on.
Text Positions
In addition to text patterns, regular expressions allow the specification of text positions, with 'ˆ' used to represent the beginning of a line, and '$' used to denote line end; thus, "ˆhello$" matches the word "hello" only where it appears on a line by itself. In CALVIN, this expression would be constructed as shown in Figure 6 . 
Iterators
A limited form of repetition of expressions is usually provided through the closure operator '*' (zero or more instances) and the '+' operator (one or more instances). As examples, the pattern "an*d" will match "ad", "and", "annd", and so on, while the pattern "a.+d" will match any string beginning with 'a', ending in 'd', and containing at least one character in-between. Alternatively, it is possible to specify a lower bound (of at least zero) and an upper bound (of at most 255) on the number of occurrences of an expression. Thus, the pattern "a.{1,5}d" is equivalent to "a.+d" with an upper limit of five on the number of characters present between 'a' and 'd'. In CALVIN, a single mechanism exists to encompass all of the above: a specific range of occurrences (which may involve zero or infinity) of an item can be applied to any portion of an iconic expression. Figure 7 (a) shows the representation of our "an*d" example, and in Figure 7 (b) we see how the "a.{1,5}d" example would look. It is often the case that one wishes to designate a sub-expression as being optional; i.e. the match will succeed whether the item appears or not. In CALVIN, this effect could of course be achieved by defining a range with a lower limit of 0, and an upper limit of 1; but where this is to apply to just a single icon, we offer the additional, shorthand facility to specify this by attaching the appropriate icon modifier. If the modifier is selected, a question-mark will appear in the top-right corner of the icon, thus acting as a highly visible "optional" marker. For example, in Figure 8 the pattern would match either "telephone" or "phone" on a line. 
Character Classes
A character class conventionally uses square brackets to denote the appearance of any one of the enclosed characters; thus, "[abc]" will match the character 'a', 'b' or 'c'. The CALVIN icon for this is shown in Figure 9 (a). Where the class covers a consecutive range of characters, abbreviations of the form "[a-z]" may be used. Another form of parameterised icon is available for such ranges; its use is depicted in Figure 9 (b).
An example of the use of the character range class is given in Figure 10 . The pattern is used to match octal numbers within a C program. 
Alternation
Alternation, i.e. asserting that one of several possible sub-expressions will be matched, is normally denoted with the '|' character, so that the expression "x(a|bc)y" would match either "xay" or "xbcy". In the CALVIN pattern matcher, the "select one of" icon is used for this purpose, with the various sub-expressions appearing vertically below it, as shown in Figure 12 . It is worth noting that, although this example does not need to use the explicit parentheses present in the text form, a form of bracketing can be achieved in CALVIN by using the mouse to select a group of icons which may then be treated as a single unit. On the user's screen the selected icons are encapsulated within a cross-hatched rectangle, and it then becomes possible to perform operations such as applying an "optional" modifier or a numeric range to the group as a whole. An example of such grouping can be seen in Figure 15 in the concluding section. 
Abstraction
The CALVIN pattern matcher provides many features not normally found in regular expression notations. Some of these, such as the generalised iterator mechanism have already been mentioned. Another powerful and extremely useful feature is the ability to define meta-icons. A meta-icon is simply an icon which corresponds to a regular sub-expression, but the programmer or author is free to design the appearance of that icon. Once constructed, a meta-icon may be used in higher-level expressions in the same way as any other icon. Some meta-icons are already built into the system; a few of these are shown in Figure 13 .
Conclusions
To date, visual programming languages have made their greatest impact in problem domains that are reasonably small and self-contained. The route towards a truly general-purpose visual language implies that, sooner or later, language designers are going to have to address the tasks that conventional textual languages are extremely good at solving. Not least among these tasks is that of string processing.
For the CALVIN system, a visual pattern matching notation has been devised which it is felt illustrates that string analysis in a visual programming language is not only feasible, but offers a number of advantages over more conventional notations. For example, it removes the need to remember rules regarding the usage and syntax of metacharacters, there is no overloading of operators, and abstraction may be used to encapsulate any iconic expression as a higher-level icon. A further illustration of the flexibility of the pattern matching system is in its ability to extract the piece of input text corresponding to any portion of a matched expression, and to place this into a variable for further analysis or manipulation. This is shown in Figure 14 , in which the (possibly null) string of characters that has been matched between the 'a' and the 'd' is being placed into one of CALVIN's iconic variables.
Further work is undoubtedly required in the design of the icons used within the pattern matching sub-system of CALVIN. The abstract nature of the iconic functions means that constructing a pictorial metaphor to map from the abstract function to the real world is difficult [25] . The effort required to design and choose icons for a system is great, c.f. the work of Bewley et al. [9] on the Xerox Star. Notwithstanding this, the user testing that has been performed on CALVIN so far leads us to deduce that iconic expressions are much easier to use and to comprehend than the textual equivalents. For example, an extended regular expression to match a numeric literal (e.g. 13, 0, 4598, 1E7 or 3.2e-8) would be: While the visual pattern matcher described here is complete and self-contained, there is still some implementation work to be done on other aspects of the CALVIN language, which may lead us to make minor modifications and improvements. Once this is finalised, one of our future aims is to use the pattern matcher in the same way as textual regular expressions have been used as the foundation for many UNIX tools, such as lex and awk. Hence, we hope one day to see a whole host of visual programming support tools.
